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Introduction

The business field of Private Wealth Management (PWM) has always had a privileged status among banks’ clientele. Its special magnetism is due to the decades of confidential relationships between the private banker, on the one hand, and the customer and his/her family, on the other; the high quality, personalized and intensive consulting; the guaranteed privacy and confidentiality of parties and signed deals; the wide range of products and services that often go beyond the framework of the conventional notion of what a bank does, the high return on investment managed by the banker, etc. Over the last years, however, the industry has been put under pressure from various other sectors, and in result the original values and undisputed advantages associated with private banks are no longer sufficient to guarantee their long-term sustainable development. The evolving needs, attitudes and expectations...
of affluent customers, the mistrust towards banking institutions after the financial crisis, the projected future scarcity of financial consultants and the higher requirements to existing ones, the emergence of new competition, stricter regulations and monitoring measures to protect the interests of investors and the digital transformation of banking are only some of the challenges which private banks are facing today.

The object of this research is the business field of private banking and wealth management, while the scope of the research is the leading trends that render it necessary to have the business reassessed by large credit institutions. The aim of this study is to outline (from the perspective of contemporary market prospects) the specifics of the ‘invasion’ of technological companies in the PWM sector and to emphasize the need to redefine the role of bank wealth managers. To accomplish this, we set the following tasks to our research:

1. To identify those market trends that ‘promise’ more opportunities and higher income to the global banks that service affluent customers;
2. To determine the position of FinTech and BigTech enterprises in the competitive landscape of the PWM sector;
3. To outline current and future challenges faced by financial consultants (wealth managers).

The main constraint to the research is that it is practically impossible to relate it to the situation, problems and perspectives of banking in Bulgaria, due to the limited scope and range of private banking in Bulgaria.

1. Market Realities

There are a number of reasons why wealth management is particularly attractive to banks. In the first place, private banking is a business to which growth is ‘inherent’ due to socio-demographic factors, the boom of entrepreneurship and the growing concentration of wealth worldwide. Furthermore, an analysis of the consequences of the global financial crisis indicates that the sector continued to generate profit even during hard times (PwC, 2010, pp. 6-13). In addition, the business of wealth management is characterized by better growth opportunities, lower equity requirements, higher return on equity (ROE) (in contrast to Retail Banking) and synergy with rest of the banking fields. All this is of particular importance at times when growth is difficult to achieve, equity – expensive, and profitability – close to its price (Deloitte, 2015, p. 2). Above all, wealth management provides a constant and reliable source of income from fees which are of key importance due to the stagnating interest margins over the last years.

In the second place, there are a number of prerequisites for the predicted increasing boom of the wealth management industry in the near future. The baby boom generation (people born in the period from 1946 to 1965) has generated huge amounts of investment assets and other savings.
Upon reaching retirement age, those customers start wondering how to transfer that wealth to their heirs, thus ‘paving the way’ for wealth transfer of historical magnitudes. According to a research conducted by Accenture, those who belong to the baby boom generation have already started to transfer their savings to their heirs and this process will continue over the next several decades. When it is complete, around 30 trillion US dollars will be transferred to another generation (Accenture, 2016, p. 2). ‘At the same time, the market repercussions in the years after the world financial crisis prevented many owners of medium enterprises from selling their business. Thus, the demand is now materialized, and the resulting processes of mergers and acquisitions create significant events concerning the wealth of the owners of enterprises and their families’ (Greenwich associates, 2017, p. 3).

Thirdly, due to the depth and complexity of the relationships between banks and customers, the rates of customer migration are relatively low. As a matter of fact, banks perceive the shift of a retail customer to a private one as an effective means to prolong their relationship with that customer, to increase their loyalty or at least to create barriers for having their preferences oriented to another service center (Greenwich associates, 2017, p. 3).

Fourthly, banks that offer wealth management services promote a positive image as a rule. By taking their services to a higher level of banking, they send clear signals to customers and the general public about their capacity to provide complete and competent services in a number of specific and sophisticated areas, which are not provided by all competitors. Another fact that should not be underestimated is that affluent customers who are satisfied with the high-quality and complex services they are offered tend to share their positive experiences with other ‘counterparts’, which contributes to expanding the customer base of banks without any additional effort or cost.

Within this context, the market prospects currently faced by banks seem more than promising. According to an analysis made by Ernst&Young, the market of net investable assets, NIA\(^1\) as of 2016 exceeded 55 trillion US dollars and for the next five years it is expected to expand by a quarter, to reach nearly 70 trillion US dollars in 2021 (Ernst&Young, 2018, p. 7). On the other hand, calculations made by Credit Suisse point out that in 2017, the wealthiest people in the world (less than 1% of the world’s population) owned a greater share of the world’s wealth compared to the results during the financial crisis of 2008, when they owned 42.5% of all funds, while 9 years later, their wealth amounted to 50.1% of the world’s wealth, since 2.3 million new millionaires appeared within a year (Credit Suisse Research Institute, 2017, pp. 16-23)! This trend is also confirmed by another report, according to which the number of high net

\(^1\) Net investable assets are defined as financial assets, collectors’ valuables and precious metals owned by the HNWI+ (high net worth individuals) segment (individuals owning over 1 million US dollars), as the sum of financial liabilities, the worth of the main home and the long-term goods and consumables is deducted from them.
worth individuals – HNWI worldwide increased by 7.5% in 2017, while the wealth in the segment increased by 8.2% (Capgemini, 2017, p. 7).

While other fields of finance are fragmented and specialize in wealth management, it seems that bigger truly means better. This is confirmed by the fact that the Swiss bank UBS remained the world’s most trusted wealth manager, while large global brands continue to own the ‘lion’s share’ in the industry (Avery, 2018). By the end of 2017 the assets under management – AuM owned by the 25 largest industries in the PWM field, amounted to 16.2 trillion US dollars with an annual increase of 17%. This ranking is topped by UBS, Morgan Stanley, Bank of America, Wells Fargo and Royal Bank of Canada. Asia reported the largest growth – 15.2%, followed by the Americas – 13.8% and Europe – 7.5%. It is also important to note that the costs of the top 25 institutions increased by 8.1% annually, but their income increased at a faster rate – 13.9%. In result, income increased by 25%, while the Cost/Income ratio dropped to under 70% for the first time after 2007 (Scorpio Partnership, 2018). The expectations for the future development of the market are positive, too. Research by PwC shows that 87% of the CEOs of global asset and wealth managers are more or less convinced that the income of their institutions will continue to grow in the medium term (PwC, 2018, p. 6).

Among the key factors to the success of the big wealth management banks are (Roland Berger, 2016, p. 9):

- strategic consistency – clear group/corporate strategy with a strong emphasis on wealth management as the main activity;
- balanced market portfolios – well thought solutions in service of the national (regional) target markets, critical mass in the developed markets and ability to invest in the developing markets;
- strong organic growth – hiring consultants with solid skills: ‘clever’ positioning among potential talents: specialized and professional HR departments; attractive office locations; strong product portfolios; customer-centered sales management;
- successful acquisitions – clear strategies for mergers and takeovers, financial power, own skills and capacity for successful accomplishment of ‘technical’ acquisition and integration of the ‘target’;
- constant optimization of the business model – continuous investments in its updating and development;
- long-term financial perspective – balance between long-term investments and short-term optimization of incomes and costs.

For others, the main advantages refer to: customers’ trust supported by governments and central banks; security resulting from strict regulation; lower vulnerability to systematic risks; advantages in pricing (since big players participate effectively in ‘making the market’); wide product ranges; reaction marketing (‘by word of mouth’); long-term and sustainable market presence (Caproasia, 2016).

A key factor for the success of large banks is undoubtedly their critical mass. In this respect, UBS, for instance, claim that: ‘Economies of scale are our
clear competitive advantage... A bank like ours is capable of making large sales of assets, mergers and acquisitions, IPO (initial public offering), as well as other activities for increasing the customers’ worth. This is of crucial importance, as most of our Asian PWM customers, for instance, are owners of enterprises which are interested in corporate activities for their business, and so they search for banks that are capable of signing corporate deals’. The critical mass provides the opportunity for generating other benefits, according to UBS: ‘our scale and commitment have allowed us to build one of the largest and of highest-quality multi-lingual wealth management teams in the region’ (Wealth in Asia, 2017). In this respect, it does not come as a surprise that while searching for higher efficiency, in January 2018, the Swiss bank proposes a merger of its private banking units, which up to then are divided into American and international.2

The picture we have outlined clearly indicates more opportunities and higher incomes for the large banks that service affluent customers. In order to take advantage of them, though, they need to overcome multiple difficulties – economic, demographic, regulatory, technological, etc. Logically, we will cover in more details two of them – the new competitors in the sector and the changing role of financial consultants.

2. FinTech’s Position on the Competitive Landscape

A number of research studies indicate low customer satisfaction with their banks or wealth managers. Only a third of affluent individuals worldwide claim that they are perfectly satisfied with the services of the banking institution they have trusted, whereas among the customers with assets of over 10 million US dollars, the percentage falls to 22%. Only 39% of customers would recommend their financial adviser to other customers, while the percentage of wealthiest customers who would do so is significantly lower – 23% (PwC, 2016a, р. 23). These findings are also confirmed in other analyses. Even though the return on the professionally managed investments remained above 20% for the second consecutive year, customer satisfaction did not increase at the same rate (Capgemini, 2018, p. 20). In addition, the loyalty and the barriers to ‘switching’ between different financial institutions have fallen drastically – 73% of private customers have a relationship with a small number of wealth managers, while 4 out of 10 of them are ‘open’ to changing their servicing financial center (Ernst&Young, 2016b, p. 19).

Such attitudes expressed by affluent individuals undoubtedly create opportunities for increasing competition between large banks – both traditional, involving private banking boutiques, family offices, independent financial

2 One of the most popular reasons for this solution is that ‘the scale is a big advantage in the industry of wealth management’ (Avery, 2018).
consultancy firms, law firms, credit associations, etc., and non-traditional, represented mostly by the newly established FinTech companies. As in any other field of financial business, in wealth management, one of the hottest and most debated issues over the last years is their establishment, development and rapid spread. A number of newly established enterprises enter daily the wealth management market to respond to customer demand for high income and access to investment solutions of the highest class. Some of those enterprises allow investors to diversify their portfolios in exotic classes of assets, while others provide them with access to improved trade strategies, yet a third group enable them to do their own empirical research and test their own hypotheses (Deloitte, 2014, pp. 11-12).

Until recently, large banking institutions did not pay serious attention to those starting enterprises and the opportunities they actively create, but the situation has gradually changed. The interest in them is fully justified due to their growing number. Thus, for instance, in Europe, the number of such enterprises tripled between 2015 and 2017, while the number of private banks decreased steadily (Deloitte, 2017, p. 10). From 2006 to 2016, for instance, the number of private banks in Switzerland – the country that is the symbol of banking – shrunk to nearly a third – from 186 to 130 (BankingHub, 2017, p. 14). In the meantime, in the USA in 2017, FinTechs moved up to the group of the top five companies based on costs for research and development, expending a total of 76 billion US dollars (Molla, 2018). In response to the threatening potential of those new market players, 60% of the respondents in a survey conducted by PwC in 2017, identified wealth management as one of the sectors that would be most threatened by them during the next five years (PwC, 2017, p. 10). It is important to note that this opinion is not shared unanimously – some of the traditional players in the sector still believe that they are ‘immunized’ against the potential threats of new players. In comparison to the other fields of financial business, the highest share of asset and wealth managers (17%) believe that FinTechs do not pose any risk to their industry (PwC, 2016c, p. 4).

Being digital in nature, those enterprises realize ‘invasions’ throughout the lifecycle of wealth management servicing, including financial consultancies – the cornerstone of the industry (Capgemini, 2016, p. 36). ‘Conceived’ in the

---

3 The leading reasons is obvious – the fight of regulatory organs with the banking secret: ‘Until ten years ago, customers from around the world would come to Switzerland to find a discrete home for the money they wanted to hide from tax authorities...Thanks to the USA’s global fight against tax evasion, however, the days of prosperity of Swiss bankers who could help their affluent customers hide funds have long gone’ (Financial Times, 2017).

4 Generally, the lifecycle of the customers in the wealth management field is divided into five major stages: profiling their needs; developing strategies of wealth management; investing and consulting; relationships and portfolio management; reporting the results and corrections (Capgemini, 2017, p. 28).
high-tech age, FinTechs offer less expensive customer-centered wealth management services based on more efficient and flexible platforms. Besides, many of those innovative enterprises focus their effort on specific areas of the value chain, which increases their specialization and guarantees high quality customer service. Such enterprises not only 'steal' from the market share of traditional players, but also put pressure on margins (Ernst&Young, 2016b, p. 24). According to an analysis made by Deloitte, those fast-developing enterprises have a threatening effect on the industry, mostly by streamlining the access to specialized consultancies and non-traditional investments. It is also claimed that while established players in the wealth management field traditionally focus their attention on the needs of their most profitable (most demanding) customers, digital start-up enterprises mainly target a wide range of clientele of the lower ‘floors’ of wealth, which helps them in three major directions (Deloitte, 2014, pp. 7-12).

First, the established relation is interpreted from two points of view. On the one hand, consumers need to have multiple banking, investment and retirement accounts ‘connected’ (coordinated, aggregated) – often by several financial providers – in order to gain overall awareness about their wealth and to manage more easily their financial resources in various classes of assets and enterprises. On the other hand, investors need to communicate with each other, so that they could be aware of what their ‘peers’ plan and how they invest. They also need to be connected to consultants who fully meet their requirements of competence, sympathy and price. Thus, for instance, with the help of advanced matching technology, customers can now select their relationship manager among all relationship managers in an institution (BCG, 2017, p. 22). By offering their customers such opportunities, FinTech companies help them avoid the so called ‘silo’ investment, thanks to the integration that goes beyond traditional limitations.

Second, the nature of consulting has changed. Investors who are representatives of the mass affluent clientele often seek advice from trusted sources tailored to their individual needs and circumstances. Customers no longer want to be treated as part of a specific segment; rather, they prefer to be treated as unique individuals ‘Just me’ with their specific goals and preferences. Furthermore, they would prefer to control their financial life – to understand and grasp the recommendations that they receive and make any important decisions by themselves (Deloitte, 2015, p. 4). In the past, the access to

---

5 We should account for the fact that ‘due to rapidly developing’ technologies, in the future, those enterprises will probably be able to improve and expand their offers to a larger public, without ‘sacrificing’ the economic advantages which enable them to make profit in the lowest segment of wealth management’ (Deloitte, 2014, p. 13).

6 The new type of investors is more sceptic to those who hold the power than the previous generations. They believe in the knowledge of their ‘counterparts’ and, in result, they will probably seek opinions from various sources simultaneously, often starting with friends and colleagues (Deloitte, 2015, p. 4).
particular, strictly individual solutions was restricted to affluent investors due to the high cost of personalization. Nowadays, start-ups democratize the provision of financial advice through algorithmic means, which provide the mass affluent clientele with access to ‘tailored’ investment planning and portfolio allocation. Furthermore, all these developments are ‘accompanied’ by lower and more transparent fees compared to those charged by banks. This can be the biggest advantage of FinTech enterprises, bearing in mind the fact that according to a survey, the most important trust ‘engine’ for affluent customers is the transparency of portfolio results, fees and commissions, outweighing the institution’s reputation and consultants’ objectivity (Ernst&Young, 2016a, p. 14).

Third, we rank investment. Some of the smaller investors are ready to examine the opportunities provided by non-traditional investments or try to imitate certain professional and institutional investment strategies. In response to those trends, the digital start-ups in wealth management have begun to grant access to alternative financial products, which in the near past were ‘a reserved territory’ for investors of extremely high net value. Thus, traditional assets like shares, bonds or investments on the monetary market are gradually replaced by alternative ones. Besides, investments in hedge funds or private equity funds add to direct investments in real estate, infrastructure, agriculture, etc. Another trend, though less pronounced, is the increased demand for ‘passion-based’ investments such as investments in automobiles, works of art, wines, coins or ethically motivated investments in sustainable practices and social entrepreneurship (Ernst&Young, 2018, p. 13).

Banks see serious threat not only in start-up innovative enterprises, but also in large technological enterprises (BigTechs) and their apprehension is rather reasonable. According to research conducted by Capgemini, 56.2% of the surveyed 2,500 affluent persons would consider the opportunity to work with one of the four large technological enterprises Google, Apple, Facebook or Amazon if they offered wealth management services. This favorable attitude is gaining popularity among young people as well as among representatives of the Asian and Pacific Ocean region. For instance, over 81% of millionaires, aged up to 40, confirm they are likely to trust their wealth to the Big Four in technologies. That attitude is shared by 72.5% of the respondents in developing markets.

Nevertheless, it is important to note that currently, only several BigTech enterprises such as Alibaba and Amazon have entered or have demonstrated their intention to enter the business of wealth management (Capgemini, 2017, pp. 22-23). Some of the major barriers to a more definite interest on behalf of technological giants in the business are: customers’ worries about data security and confidentiality; potential obstacles to providing full service; the lack of financial expertise; the regulatory environment; the desire for ‘human touch’; possible reputation issues, etc. Nevertheless, according to some analyses, their entering this financial segment is only a matter of time: BigTechs can be recognized by a number of characteristics which make them a serious threat to the current players in the sector – technological capacity (including data,
analyses and speed); efficiency and flexibility; currently existing wide customer coverage; knowledge about customers; relatively low costs of the main services. Their investment equity and their capacity to make more speculative investments can also be identified as competitive advantages, especially compared to the players in the PWM industry that make lower profits (Capgemini, 2018, pp. 36-38).

The managers of the established participants on the wealth management market are divided in their attitudes towards the threats posed by BigTechs. Research from 2017 classified them into four groups as ‘believers’ (43.5%), ‘open-minded’ (34.8%), ‘skeptics’ (13%) and ‘resistors’ (8.7%) (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups of banks according to their attitudes towards BigTechs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Believers’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Open-minded’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Skeptics’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Resistors’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bearing in mind what has been said so far, we can conclude that technological enterprises accelerate the change in the traditional business model and the digital transformation of wealth management, but they are yet to transform the business fundamentally (Deloitte, 2017, p. 23). Nevertheless, cooperating with them is of paramount importance and will be the only way for established private banks to provide technological solutions at the expected market rate. Collaborating with the growing ecosystem of FinTech providers, creates tangible opportunities for traditional players to improve their conventional offers, to decrease costs, to ‘respond’ more flexibly to strict regulations, and eventually, to provide better services to their customers. In order to achieve those goals, however, traditional players on the wealth management market must find a way to ‘open’ structurally and make a commitment to cooperate with newly established enterprises. In this respect, it is possible to identify three types of cooperation that aim at achieving competitive advantages: acquiring FinTech enterprises, entering into partnership agreements with them, or setting up one’s own FinTech companies (Ernst&Young, 2017, p. 10).

3. On the Future of Financial Consultants

The job of a financial consultant (wealth manager and relationship manager) who serves customers in the field of private banking and wealth management involves serious challenges. A 2014 analysis points out that the average age of consultants in the USA is 50.9 years, 43% of them are over 55 years old, and only 11% are under 35. Others define the profile of a typical relationship manager as: ‘Middle-aged, having been with the institution for a long time (therefore with long experience), not necessarily having formal education in the field of finance’ (BCG, 2017, p. 20). On the basis of the predicted number of consultants who will retire, the rates of new ones entering the business and the increasing demand for financial consultancies, the industry is expected to experience a shortage of more than 200,000 consultants by the year 2022 (Osterland, 2014). At the same time, the share of graduates from specialised universities who join the sector of financial services decreased by half between 2007 and 2016 reaching as low as 25% (Oliver Wyman, 2018, p. 13). As for newly hired wealth managers, the majority of them come from the competition (72% in 2016), while the share of those hired directly from
universities or other schools remains much lower – only 2% (BCG, 2017, p. 20).\(^8\)

The ‘puzzle’ becomes even more difficult to solve bearing in mind the fact that nearly 60% of the ‘major players’ in the sector have announced their intention to increase the number of their financial consultants (Euromoney, 2018). In addition to the ‘gap’ that is opening between the demand and supply on the market of relationship managers, the ageing of the current generation creates a number of further problems. In the first place, the increasing difference between the age of consultants and the younger affluent persons hinders communication between them, which results in dissatisfaction with the interaction.\(^9\) Furthermore, due to their advanced age some consultants are slower in learning how to employ innovative tools and the digital channels which are now an inseparable part of the clientele’s ‘agenda’ (Deloitte, 2015, p. 12).

Hence, a number of steps need to be implemented:

- Banks need to focus on more creative practices for attracting consultants – for instance, through active ‘penetration’ in some unconventional recruitment channels (LinkedIn, professional groups in the social media, specially created forums, etc.). In addition, instead of relying mainly on ‘stealing’ talents from the competition, they need to switch to attracting specialists straight from universities, from other spheres of banking or from ‘external’ industries oriented to servicing customers (BCG, 2017, p. 23).
- Banks need to invest in increasing the attractiveness of their own brand. This is necessary because talented employees want to be associated with both profitable and socially-responsible institutions, but due to recent reputation issues, the perception of the industry is rather negative;
- There must be efficient financial and non-financial incentives for wealth managers that should be commensurate to the attractive opportunities offered by newly established competitors and high-tech enterprises;
- Newly appointed consultants should be offered on-site training and career-growth opportunities;
- Improved change management programs need to be implemented as they will give consultants the opportunity to adopt more easily new tools and methodologies (Deloitte, 2015).

On balance, even if those tasks were completed successfully, during the next decade, banks, most probably, would end up with ‘dual’ workforce comprising relationship managers with new thinking patterns and

---

\(^8\) It is claimed that the reason for this is the fact that few institutions have developed in-house training programs which exceed the regulatory and product trainings (BCG, 2017, p. 20).

\(^9\) Thus, for instance, over a half of the relationship managers who have taken part in a survey dedicated to the inheritance of wealth claim that the transfer of property between generations requires the support of a consultant at nearly the same age as the heir’s (Accenture, 2016, p. 2).
behavior and veterans who are not able to or do not want to change their manner of work. Undoubtedly, wealth managers (who often establish close relationships with their customers) still give a solid advantage to the institutions and will continue to cater their customer base. However, if wealth management enterprises are to respond to changing expectations, they need to ensure that the next generation of customers will be 'introduced' to the PWM business by a new generation of financial consultants (BCG, 2017, p. 24).

Another equally significant issue is that of the profile of the future successful relationship manager. In order to determine that profile, we need to interpret carefully the numerous trends which have been identified in the sector. Since wealth management evolved from the focus on transactions aiming at the achievement of primary return towards an approach based on purposefulness, the modern concept in the sector is related to the 'health of your wealth' (PwC, 2016b, p. 6). Generally, it focuses on how customers accumulate and use their assets and how they accomplish their personal and professional objectives. This transformation is essential to the functions performed by wealth managers and the degree of competence and creativity which they demonstrate.

Rather than an advisor who merely collects data from customers, the financial consultant of the future will need to provide much more active consultancy to guarantee to their customers more satisfying customer experiences. In this respect, the differentiation and the success of relationship managers are more and more dependent on their transformation into an efficient ‘behavioral coach’ who guides affluent citizens towards fulfilling their plans (ibid, p. 6). According to other forecasts, future financial consultants will resemble financial therapists. They will spend more time to reassure customers within a ‘turbulent’ market situation, help them decrease their spending on ‘bad habits’ and increase their savings, cooperate in coping with various trouble (for instance, a divorce) and offer them tools for the achievement of their personal and financial objectives (Ernst&Young, 2016a, p. 24).

The main problem is that few customers have clearly defined goals. They ‘usually express concern about a number of topics, including their income upon retirement, funding education, premature death or permanent disability, taxation, etc. Customers, however, tend to present an unclear list of concerns, which suggests worry and dissatisfaction, rather than a solution.’ The key role of the financial consultant is to help them turn these feelings into achievable goals (The American College Press, 2012, pp. 37-38). It is equally important to assist customers in prioritizing their intentions and aspirations which may often be in conflict. The list of challenges faced by financial consultants also involves certain demographic trends which reflect the goals and demands of affluent persons such as the ageing population in most countries, marrying at an older age, giving birth to children and retirement, the increasing share of divorces, etc. In this respect, a wealth manager must simultaneously show common sense, intuition and non-standard thinking in those volatile and ‘turbulent’ times.

A typical example of changing customer goals and demands that have an impact on the role of consultants is the so-called ‘art banking’ – a specific
and less explored field of wealth management in which bank consultants carry out competent identification and complex research of the opportunities for customers to acquire, maintain and enrich their collections of objects of art and at the same time diversify their investment portfolios. The ‘stir’ in the arts market in recent years (determined by the constantly increasing prices of exhibits and the increasing number of customers who acquire valuable objects and paintings for investment purposes) encourages large banks to hire more specialized and highly skilled experts who could take art services to a higher level (Talati, 2016). This results in a race for finding specialists who are equipped with deep knowledge about arts and substantial banking expertise. Since most affluent persons who benefit from this complex service are usually both passionate collectors, connoisseurs and patrons and sensible investors, banking art consultants need to balance extremely skillfully between their priorities, steering in a complicated market environment about which most customers have little knowledge and to which they can barely obtain individual access. Another challenge faced by consultants is preventing their clientele from making costly errors due to the speculative prices of art objects, the lack of regulation and the non-transparency of the market.

Digital technologies also have a significant ‘impact’ on the future functions of wealth managers. As their expectations are influenced by the continuous interactions with non-financial digital enterprises (Google, Facebook, Amazon, etc.), as well as by the active use of smartphones and other digital devices, affluent people nowadays want to have access to consultancy services anytime and anywhere through the numerous platforms as part of an enriched digital experience. They require from their relationship managers to respond to their ‘24 hours online’ way of life. In this respect, financial consultants need to offer a servicing model which can meet the preferences of individual customer to specific means of interaction – personal meetings, phone calls, paper reports, video conferences, Skype conversations, social media, online platforms. What is more, relationship managers need to integrate customer data through various channels in order to create a smooth and synchronized service. In addition, ‘those experts need to facilitate and coordinate the digital contact between the customer and their colleagues in other fields, for instance, specialists in real estate, fund managers, retirement plans consultants, etc.’ (Vachkov, 2016, p. 70).

It is a fact, too, that in the foreseeable future, financial consultants will encounter more serious competition by ... robots. Virtual or robotized advisers (robo-advisers) have already become part of the practice of leading PWM banks. According to research conducted by Morgan Stanley in 2017, 70% of the banks in Europe and the USA already have a robo-platform designed or plan to have one designed within twelve months (Agini, 2017). Logically, a considerable share of wealth managers perceives such developments as a threat, bearing in mind the ability of ‘machines’ to analyze large amounts of data, to perform routine tasks and to generate solutions within short period of time. Besides, their major advantage over people is that they are ‘immune’ to
prejudice and other instances of conflict of interests. Robots can make impartial and unemotional choices which may attract a large customer base, especially when taking into account the ‘moral deficit’ which was identified in a large number of bankers in the years after the financial crisis. Other advantages of robo-advisers include low operating costs and respectively more attractive fees for customers; the possibility of constantly rebalancing the portfolio; lower minimum thresholds for participation; higher transparency, etc. (Ernst&Young, 2016b, pp. 45-46).

Nevertheless, it seems rational to predict that automated consultancy will not fully replace the human factor in the industry or put an end to financial consultancy as a business for two main reasons, at least. The first one is the lack of compassion in ‘machines’ and their limited abilities in terms of tax, retirement and real estate planning. We could therefore expect a ‘cohabitation’ of robo-advisers and wealth managers, which will allow the latter to leave some routine operations in the past and to spend more time for interaction and providing precious advice to customers.

Diverse analytical tools that are based on the so-called Big Data also enable financial consultants to allocate more time to performing some key activities. The algorithm of the wealth management process focuses on conducting a comprehensive analysis of a customer status, including, their current financial situation, their risk tolerance and appetite, their need of liquid assets, their financial and investment literacy, their preferences for fund allocation, family dynamics, standard of living, health status, etc. Furthermore, it is essential that customers do not withhold any information from their consultant, even when it is strictly confidential or embarrassing (for instance, negative attitude from/towards other members of the family or trying to deal with some addiction that requires substantial expenses). Nowadays, the complicated process of collecting data about customers is significantly facilitated by the availability of advanced digital tools for extracting, sorting and analyzing various structured and unstructured data. The active implementation of BigData actually enables financial consultants not only to have a comprehensive idea about the current needs of their customers, but also to predict their future ones which even customers themselves may not be aware of at this stage.

On the basis of all those transformations, the consultancy company Boston Consulting Group predicts that the future of the customers of the lower ‘floors’ of wealth (between 250,000 and 1 million dollars) will not be trusted to the current relationship managers, but to account managers or virtual relationship managers that provide mostly technical and administrative maintenance services of high-standard and digitalized solutions. For the remaining HNW customers, the consultancy company foresees three types of relationship managers (Table 2).
Table 2
New types of relationship managers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orchestrator</td>
<td>The consultant of this type will service demanding affluent and ultra-affluent customers who do not tolerate failure. Their role will be to provide a trusted contact unit and a ‘fierce guardian’ of sensitive customer data. Instead of trying to be an expert in every field, the ‘orchestrator’ will select specialists who can best meet the specific requirements of each customer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enabler</td>
<td>This type of manager will service a great number of ‘complex, self-managing customers of all levels of wealth’. They require access to contemporary analytical tools for assessing markets and their portfolios, fast and smooth completion of transactions and technical support of the digital infrastructure. Due to the fact that those customers can be nearly fully independent, they will by rule take less of the time of financial consultants who will thus be able to service a large number of customers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guardian</td>
<td>This type of relationship manager will service affluent customers who do not feel comfortable with financial markets, are not interested in the latest digital tools and prefer to concentrate on their own personal interests, rather than the investments. The customers in this segment ‘seek a trusted man who could guide them in the process in the most agreeable way’.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


On balance, it becomes clear that the winning consultancy models of the future will most probably combine the elements of automated approaches and advice based on the human factor. The balance between the two types of consultancies will vary in the different segments of wealth management, as this divergence will be based on the customers’ ability to pay for financial advice, the complexity of customer needs, their confidence, financial background, etc. Furthermore, affluent individuals will probably continue to seek personal advice on the needs that exceed the investments (for example in planning real estate purchases) or concern emotional problems (for instance, providing health care to old parents) (Deloitte, 2015, p. 5).

Conclusion

The wealth management business has always been particularly attractive to banking institutions, at least due to the generated substantial and stable income, ‘its genetic predisposition’ to growth and the image advantages that have been accumulated for centuries. However, the combination between
the massive penetration of technologies in banking, the strengthened emphasis on sustainable practices and social entrepreneurship, the fresh memory of the global financial crisis and the different mentality of the new generation of affluent investors, questions the long-term prosperity of the existing business models. The proof for this is the gradually decreasing number of private banks at the expense of new market players.

Even though it is clear that the ‘human touch’ will continue to be a factor for the success of private wealth management, although it may look as though this industry is not the leading priority for the newly established FinTechs and the already established BigTechs, their influence on the sector is unquestionable. This is expressed in: higher customer expectations of speed, continuity and transparency of service; their claims for the paid fees; the democratization of the access to traditional and alternative investments; the increasing significance of virtual platforms and robotized advisers.

Some of the wise steps which banks need to take in this turbulent and dynamic situation involve: benefiting as fully as possible from their strategic advantages (the large critical mass, the experience they have gained during their long presence on the market, the diverse and balanced product portfolio, etc.); active cooperation with FinTechs; studying and ‘monetizing’ the possibilities of BigData; following the customer along the whole life cycle and constantly adding to their customer experience. The latter is within the competence of financial consultants who need to rapidly adapt to their new role, by focusing on the development of qualities and skills which outweigh the abilities of technologies (understanding the motives, fears and ‘painful spots’ of the customers, expressing a feeling of empathy, etc.), as well as expanding their knowledge in highly specialized fields of private banking (inheritance planning, art banking, philanthropic servicing, etc.).
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